most of our fashionable histories, and less intentionally men-
dacious. In revolutionary invective and Utopian aspiration it
cuts the ground from under the feet of Ruskin, Carlyle, and
Karl Marx; and in epics of great leaders and great rascals it
makes Homer seem superficial and Shakespear unbalanced. And
its one great love poem is the only one that can satisfy a man
who is really in love. Shelley's Epipsychidion is, in comparison,
literary gas and gaiters.
In sum, it is an epitome, illustrated with the most stirring -
examples, of the history of a tribe of mentally vigorous, im-
aginative, aggressively acquisitive humans who developed into
a nation through ruthless conquest, encouraged by the delusion
that they were "the chosen people of God" and, as such, the
natural inheritors of all the earth, with a reversion to a blissful
eternity hereafter in the kingdom of heaven. And the epitome in
no way suppresses the fact that this delusion led at last to their
dispersion, denationalization, and bigoted persecution by better
disciplined States which, though equally confident of a mono-
poly of divine favor earned by their own merits, paid the Jews
the compliment of adopting their gods and prophets, as, on
the whole, more useful to rulers than the available alternatives.
Now the difference between an illiterate savage and a person
who has read such an epitome (with due skipping of its genealogi-
cal rubbish and the occasional nonsenses produced by attempts
to translate from imperfectly understood tongues) is enormous.
A community on which such a historical curriculum is imposed
in family and school may be more dangerous to its neighbors,
and in greater peril of collapse from intolerance and megalomania,
than a community that reads either nothing or silly novels, foot-
ball results, and city articles; but it is beyond all question a more
highly educated one. It is therefore not in the least surprising
nor unreasonable that when the only generally available alterna-
tive to Bible education is no liberal education at all, many who
have no illusions about the Bible, and fully comprehend its
drawbacks, vote for Bible education faute de mieux. This is why
mere criticism of Bible education cuts so little ice. Ancient
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